The nonprofit sector has changed a lot during the past year. Due to legislation and policy changes, nonprofits in all service
delivery areas are feeling the pressure of shrinking budgets and opportunities. Each policy change has paved the way to an
uncertain future for many nonprofit organizations. The policy changes, either enacted or proposed, will shape how nonprofits
function going into 2018 and even into the next decade.
Much of the anxiety is centered around how organizations will maintain and grow their service delivery. If their service delivery
is threatened by policy changes, the clients they serve could be threatened as well. And the policy changes will shift the
landscape of how nonprofits deliver their mission to their clients.

HOW CAN YOUR NONPROFIT NAVIGATE THE POLICY CHANGES ENACTED IN 2017?
This watershed year has brought a lot of anxiety to the sector, but using these helpful tips will guide you go into 2018 with
confidence.

The current administration recently unveiled its plan for the United States’ 2018
fiscal year budget. Much of the budget has given nonprofit organizations anxiety
for the future. The major anxiety surrounds the number of cuts to important
agencies and nonprofit funding sources.
According to the Urban Institute, “not only did the administration announce its
intent to get rid of the Corporation for National and Community Service (which
houses the AmeriCorps civil society and volunteering program), but the budget
also would slash funding to, or abolish, agencies, initiatives, and programs that
provide significant financial support to nonprofits across the country, including the
Legal Services Corporation, Choice Neighborhoods, and Community Development
Block Grants.” 1

Many nonprofit leaders are sounding the alarm because without the funding they
need, their service delivery can’t happen, which completely affects the lives of
their clients. It’s still unclear how the budget cuts will come to fruition, but many
nonprofit organizations have braced for a large impact to their funding. If those
funding streams dry up, it can be difficult to find another source.
The nonprofit sector uses the highest proportion of funding from the government,
accumulating “21% from grants and nearly 26% from fees for goods and services,
or 47%—followed by health, at 37.4% (2.7% from government grants and 34.7%
from fees, which includes Medicare and Medicaid payments).” 2

HOW CAN YOUR NONPROFIT GET READY FOR THE MONTHS AHEAD?
It may be helpful to diversify your funding to include more private and local
government funding sources and maintain the relationships you have with your
current funders. Because the future of funding is up in the air, it’s time to look at
what your nonprofit has and see where any gaps in funding are. Then, look for new,
private funders and reach out with your mission, your problem, and how you aim to
combat that problem with your unique service delivery.
Ensure that your nonprofit is capturing and reporting on its service delivery and
show your impact to new funders that aren’t aware of the good your organization is
doing.
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The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) announced in 2015 that it would be making changes to the way
nonprofits report on their funding and financial statements. With new standards for how nonprofits report on a variety
of different financial aspects, including net assets, income statements, and cash flows, it is essentially a new system
for nonprofits. The proposal represents the first major overhaul of nonprofit financial reporting requirements in more
than two decades.3
The financial reporting standards for nonprofit organizations were updated with the goal of improving the
communication of financial results to funders and other outside stakeholders. The FASB standard changes make it
easier for key stakeholders to make better, more informed decisions based on better financial information from the
nonprofits they support.
Reporting requirements in other aspects of a nonprofit organization have risen in recent years and are set to continue
to rise going forward. As a result, funders and stakeholders are looking for a holistic view of a nonprofit organizations’
operations. The new FASB standard changes follow this trend.
The best thing your nonprofit can do going into 2018 is to understand the changes, gather as much relevant
information as possible, and have open communication with your stakeholders. This will help you understand
what they need from you and get insight into the decisions they will be making. Then, foster those relationships by
collecting and reporting on relevant data they can use.
This process will take a lot of work, but it’s a step in the right direction for how service delivery works for nonprofits.
Nonprofits, and their clients, will reap the benefits of better and lasting decisions for the organizations.
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The Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) is in danger of being eliminated due to the current
administration’s new budget for 2018. LIHEAP is a federal block grant to states that pays the electrical and gas utility bills
for low-income families at times of need.
As reported in the detailed fiscal year 2018 proposed budget, “6 million households nationally received heating assistance
alone, with an average benefit of $371 per household annually, covering about half of each family’s heating bills.” 4
Federal funding for LIHEAP has been steady over the past several years, but going into 2018, it could be cut, leaving millions
vulnerable to defaulting on payments and getting their power shut off entirely, which could be devastating in the winter
months. If you are a part of Housing and Urban Development or Human Services nonprofit or agency and your funding
sources are eliminated, your clients are the ones who feel it the most.
There are a couple of options to use to combat this uncertainty. The US Department of Energy’s Weatherization Assistance
Program (WAP) is another assistance program which pays for the energy-efficiency retrofits that decrease long-term
energy needs. The households that take advantage of this program “save on average $283 or more every year according to
a national evaluation of the program.” 5
Another great alternative to consider is partnering with local and national weatherization programs and housing quality
initiatives to ensure a long-term reduction in the number homes that rely on LIHEAP. 6
The goal is to help your clients rise above needing assistance and get them on the path to self-sufficiency. If LIHEAP is cut,
know that there are options to take that will ensure your clients are taken care of.
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The potential change with the United States’ healthcare policy is a huge concern for both medical and non-medical
nonprofits. The proposed changes would affect many of the populations nonprofits serve, leaving them vulnerable to
being uninsured and turning to nonprofits for their healthcare needs.
The main changes addressed in the new healthcare bill would limit Medicaid while also changing the refund tax credit
received by recipients undergoing healthcare. According to proposed policies, cuts would especially affect mental
health services, which could put extra strain on nonprofit organizations that work in that field of service delivery.
This presents a lot of issues for nonprofit organizations, medical and non-medical alike. On one side of the coin, many
of their clients would lose valuable coverage they might otherwise not be qualified to have. On the other side, this
change would shift the burden to non-government providers. According to the Council of Nonprofits, the “loss of
health insurance by millions…would likely increase the demands for the services nonprofits provide.” 7
To combat the anxiety a new healthcare policy could cause, there are a couple of avenues nonprofits can take. If any
healthcare reform were to be passed, the state your nonprofit is in would have more control over the healthcare it
provides to constituents. Establishing partnerships now with state and local agencies will ensure your constituents
receive the care they need today and tomorrow.
Another way to combat healthcare anxiety is through collaboration across the nonprofits in network. Your community
will likely need to come together to ensure there aren’t any gaps in client care, so starting those partnerships early will
only prepare you for the future if a new healthcare policy is passed.
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In this time of uncertainty, it’s important to stay on top of new policies and find ways to move forward with a plan on how to
navigate any transition that may occur. Major change is happening to the sector, so it’s important to be able to deliver for
your clients when adversity comes to your nonprofit.
The key to combatting anxiety when policy shifts happen that could affect your federal government funding is to diversify
your funding sources. If you get most of your funding from the federal government, consider reaching out to state and local
agencies or private foundations that can give you the same service.
This way, when policy change does occur, you’ll be less reliant on something that may be cut or eliminated. If your mission is
in danger of not being able to serve your clients, it’s vital to find new and better ways to fund your mission. So when times
of uncertainty do come, your clients can continue to thrive.
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